
AIN'T NATURE WONDERFUL
Told Outside of School.

Besides being a genius in art and
literature (ahenr!) we thought we
would be more genuish and stretch
our versatility some more yet and be
a musiciain. We thought we'd be a
cellist. D'ye know what is it a cel-
list? A cellist is the fella that plays
on a youth violin that has reached
voting age. The cello is in between
the baby violin and gran'pop horse
fiddle. Watching the fella in the or-
chestra playing-th- cello looked like
a pipe. All he did was lean the cello
up against the stick and push the
stick hither and thither and be very
nervous with the left hand like jelly,
and sweet, mellow-age- d in the wood
notes would render themselves out-
side in a pleasing manner to-- , be
dragged in by attentive ears. Well,
the next day we went to a music
garage and bought a cello, stick and
a ton of rosin, $5 down and the rest
when the sheriff catches us. That
night we were so excited we couldn't
eat and passed up the dessert (cab-
bage is bad for indigestidn, anyhow).
While we unwrapped the cello we
had visions of playing a
bout with Mr. Pablo Casols, the
champion, cello chauffeur. Well,
folks, we started with the intention
of rattling off A No. 1 music. It's a
sad, sad tale. We tried to hold the
cello under the chin, but had to stand
it on the floor like the other cello
players do. Somehow or other the
stick wouldn't make harmonious
notes by pushing it across the stom-
ach of Mr. Cello, so we held the stick
still and moved the cello, but noth-
ing doing. It sounded like the wheels
of a heavy-loade- d ash wagon on the
snow on a zero day. We were peev-
ed. It looked so easy for the fella
in the orchestra to do it so we got
our hat and awning and' slid down

.to the corner poolroom to join the
tribe.

The next day we met a. musicker
friend of ours and asked him how we
could play the cello, and he said by
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hard study and from 3 to 6 hours a
day practicing for a few years. Not
being an alderman, how are, we going
to get time, to practice 6 hours a
day?
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"I want some powders for insects."
"How many, sir?
"Oh iniillionsl"
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